DZD NEXT Research Travel Grant

You want to go abroad to collaborate with international research institutes? The DZD NEXT Research Travel Grant supports you with your travel expenses with 50 % of the total costs (max. 2000 €). To apply for the scholarship send the application documents in advance of your travel to next@dzd-ev.de

Tight international collaborations are mandatory to successful research. The DZD wants to establish new and tighten existing research collaborations with key players in diabetes research. Technology transfer and sharing established methods is very important in this regard. Therefore, the DZD will partly fund short-term research stays of young DZD scientists in laboratories abroad.

Eligibility
- All DZD researchers under age of 40; excluding group leaders.
- Research stay in international lab (in Germany not applicable).
- Research stay has to be in scope of the DZD research program. Aim of the research stay has to be technology transfer, sharing established method or establishing new collaboration.
- Duration of research stay at least 10 working days.

Funding
- Traveling and accommodation costs are eligible.
- DZD fund: max. 2.000 €; 50 % of total costs for traveling and accommodation have to be funded by other sources.

Application
- Applications beforehand of short-term research stay (application form).
- Short letter of recommendation of German supervisor.
- Confirmation, that salary will be continued and 50 % of costs for traveling and lodging will be funded by other sources.

Selection
- DZD Managing Director and DZD T&E Manager will prove the application.